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About This Game

Sequel to its successful predecessor, Battle Academy 2 moves the action east – to the bloodied plains of Mother Russia. When a
gritty new look, great new features, and random mission generation meet battle-proven gameplay you can be sure of a strategy

classic!

Experience the brutal campaign from both sides as you play across 4 campaigns – as partisan, Tiger, T-34 and dozens of other
accurately modeled units. See how the harsh weather of the steppes changed the course of the war.

And after following the fortunes of the two sides you can then experience limitless battles with the brand new random skirmish
feature. Customise your mission with the myriad settings before entering a unique and surprising battle every time.

Add in the best-in-class Slitherine PBEM++ multiplayer system, redesigned editor, custom scripting, and Cooperative
multiplayer to create a new strategy masterpiece.
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Features

Control both the Axis and Soviet forces in more than 30 missions across 4 single player campaigns and corresponding
multiplayer missions, as well as in an unlimited amount of random skirmishes.

More than 130 units storm across the battlefield. Learn the hard lessons of the early war in Panzer III and BT-7, or feel
the ground shake to fury of the Tiger, Panther, T-34 and IS-2.

New gameplay features include smoke, infantry dash, fighter cover, partial damage, and trenches – along with a detailed
combat model that’s second-to-none.

The seamless multiplayer experience has been expanded with the addition of cooperative support – can you and a friend
work together to defeat the enemy?

And already fearsome modding flexibility has been further expanded with editor improvements including automatic
edging, achievement editor, and reinforcements. All atop a powerful scripting system giving complete control of all the
game systems.
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It was really exciting and beautiful journey c: I want the second part!. I bought this immediately when I saw it was a true room
scale game with no locomotion - IMO the real value of VR. And because it was on sale. I would probably NOT have bought it at
the normal full price of $10.

At this point in early access it's not good. Two main parts, the first of which is just a simple push-buttons-to-open-doors circular-
labyrinth VERY similar to similar true-room-scale game Unseen Diplomacy. The second is a very weird and seemingly half-
broken puzzle that I managed to get past, but am genuinely unsure if I actually properly 'solved'. And then it's over. Total
playtime less than a half-hour. It's MUCH darker in-game than in the trailers, to a real fault, I think.

Buy this game only if you're fully aware of what you're getting - mostly just the sense of satisfaction of supporting the developer
and the hope that there will be more. I'd suggest the EA price should be much lower, for what there currently is.. It's unfortunate
that FSX doesn't have a way to do sloped runways and\/or change the elvation (or if it does, I haven't seen it).

I had no VAS issues - but I run almost no other addons (other than aircraft).

The airport looks very much like the real airport, other than the elevation... also there's usually a couple of choppers parked by
the landing pad near Palormar Airport Road. Also the landing lights should extend accross El Camino Real (there's about 8
strobes on poles). I haven't really landed in this add-on at night yet so I can't comment on the reported lighting issues.

I would also add a boat in the Jet Source hanger - as that would be a hilarious inside joke... I can provide pictures for the artist.

Most importantly, however, the active runway needs to be set to 24 and not 6... But that is an FSX error as I noted above they
got the lights on the right side.. SCS Sofware creates great content for trucker!. Nova-111 is an excellent puzzle game with some
really fun innovations to a pretty stale genre. If you like old-school 2D puzzle games like Adventures of Lolo, then this is for
you. At first, Nova-111 seems like a typical turn-based puzzle game on a grid. But quickly you learn that some elements in the
environment are in realtime. For example, you have to juggle turn-based enemies with realtime laser turrets. This makes for
some very fun maneuvering. At first, all your ship can do is bash into enemies, but as the game progresses you gain some
additional abilities like a smart bomb and a teleport gun that lets you move two squares in one turn. (And more powers that are
better left a surprise.) Overall the game is not very difficult but if you want to save every scientist and find every secret area
(while also minimizing your damage and number of moves) then you can make yourself a real challenge. The enemies are fun
and varied with interesting patterns to memorize. Not to mention a lively sense of humor and polished art style. Recommended
for puzzle lovers!. Make the 'DREAM' come true, but at the end of your life. By using the machine to manipulate your past
memory to a new one. You play as doctors who have to find out why this client want to go To The Moon.
Can't expect more from The Free Bird Game. A beautiful background music with a beautiful story. Sequencing the story
backward and you, as doctor will play detective, find the plot twist , and then cry very hard.
The second best part of the game is while you play through the game, you can expect the humor and pun from your main
characters at any time (and it's great! I suppose)
In conclusion, Kan Gao who wrote this is such a genius story teller. If you love a rich-story game, you can buy it at full price and
will never regret.. Bores the life out of me needs more. I have enjoyed my time with this game despite some very glaring flaws
so this is a recommend from me with a few caveats. If we had a middle option, this would definitely be in that range but since
our only options are recommend or not recommend, I'm going to go ahead and recommend it. If the downsides sound
unreasonable to you, then this may not be a game you want to play. It all just depends on how you feel about the good and the
bad.

So, let's start with the good stuff. The game has a really unique look that I like. I can't really think of another game that has this
exact look. I've enjoyed several of the scares even though a few of them have been a little cheesy; they were still fun and slightly
unexpected. The gunplay feels good enough for this kind of game and I've enjoyed trying to solve the main puzzle that the game
has. There are plenty of areas to explore and I've enjoyed finding new locations.

Some of the stuff I didn't care for: the game runs at like 10fps. Normally, this would be a MASSIVE downside but in this case it
actually suites the game alright. I'd definitely prefer a faster framerate but in this particular game it just isn't a big deal. The
game plays fine despite the framerate issues. The main puzzle is a harder than I expected. Part of it was easy to figure out but
then I had a hard time determining where I was supposed to use the puzzle solution at. The game also does not appear to have a
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save feature, which means when I finally gave up on the puzzle and went to bed, I awoke the next day to find that my progress
was gone. A definite downside for sure. Also, there are a lot of unique locations but not a lot of them have anything useful or
anything so it's kind of just there to be there I guess. It could use just a little more story or puzzle content but it's not a huge
dealbreaker for me.

I started a series on Youtube you can check out if you're on the fence that way you can see if it's something you think you might
like (or not). Chances are if the screenshots look interesting, you'll probably get at least some enjoyment out of this one.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xHh7fslC214&list=PL08FwntTpxPB6jtirbqFWLY_qQj1_MMMr. Okay, so I'm a huge
fan of the original Dragon's Lair. I played the first game to death on my DSi and Mega CD. Dragon's Lair is a simple yet fun
and thrilling game. I understand not everyone is too fond of the trial-and-error gameplay as well as the lack of interaction, but
for me thats what defines Dragon's Lair and makes it both charming and compelling as well as the beautiful hand drawn art by
Don Bluth, the great sound design and the humour.

I eagerly awaited to play Dragon's Lair 2 for many years, eventually catching it on sale on Steam, snapping it up instantaniously.
For starters the graphics are just as amazing as the first, and the inclusion of collectible objects throughout add a speck of replay
value and depth.
But I can't say I enjoy this game unfortunatly. Dragon's Lair 2 is more difficult than the first, you really can't afford to blink or
twitch. But the problem isn't the onslaught of commands needed, but the problem stem from the lack of structure unlike the first
game. Dragon's Lair 1 had you travelling through room after room, they're relatively short save for a few that last a little bit
longer.
But in Dragon's Lair 2 you're not following this structure, you're just moving foward in rather large sections that feel like they
last forever and with checkpoints not being as abundant as the ones found in the first game mean that, especially if you're going
for the special items, you're gonna have to see the game over screen a lot. I mean, Dragon's Lair 1 will only have you repeat a
10-20 second sequence, whereas this is much more stingy; being forced to repeat a few minutes worth of gameplay.
But honestly, this wouldn't bother me too much but what makes it all a grueling experience is the inclusion of voice acting. The
majority of the first game has very little voice acting. But this game has a lot. Due to the amount of deaths you will have to
listen and listen to speech that is repeated every time you retry. Its irritating. I can't play the game longer than just a few minutes
at a time because of this. It may sound trivial, but when you play it, you WILL know the pain of repeated voice clips. I honestly
do believe this pulls the game down, the first game is hard on newcomers but was never annoying. This annoyed me, and as a
result upsets me.
Is the game that bad? Not really. Not recommended doesn't necessarily mean the game is bad, but between this and the first, I
would 100% ALWAYS recommend the first Dragon's Lair to this. Its much more balanced, its funnier, has a thicker
atmosphere and is simply more enjoyable as a whole.. A very good point and click puzzle game. Artwork and styling were
interesting and beautiful. I enjoyed playing this game. The puzzles were doable and made sense once you got the hang of them.
A walkthrough was helpful to have on hand though, just in case you get stuck as I did on one or two of them. Travelling to
locations, although aided by a limited travel stone, involved a good amount of back tracking. I will be buying and playing the
sequel. Overall, a good experience!
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Honestly this is my favorite Souls game. One can say that this game is riddled with bugs, and I definitely agree. However, there's
a bunch of other bugs that cancel the bad ones out and give the game a really challenging and deep combat system. Kinda like
what happened to Chivalry.

Take infinite stun-lock and toggle-escape for example: infinite stun-lock is self-explanatory, but toggle-escape is when you
switch your right or left weapon as soon as you're stunned to break free of the stun; rewarding those with quick reaction time to
take less damage. There's plenty of old guides on YouTube on how to counter a lot of the things people claim are OP such as
chain-stabs, as well as some advanced tech such as move-swaps (Watch some of SaberX's videos). Just about everything in this
game has a counter to it, and almost ALL builds are viable as opposed to Dark Souls III.

I'm not saying this game's perfect, as there's still things I'd change about it. This game also has the highest skill ceiling out of all
the Souls games, so I can understand everyone's frustrations on that part. Just take your time to learn the mechanics, and you'll
be a PvP god at some point in time.

As for the PvE, I've definitely had the most enjoyable NG+7 play-throughs on this game. It seems a bit more difficult than Dark
Souls II & III in early game areas which I definitely approve, as I can usually breeze through the sequels with only a few deaths
here and there.

All in all, if people would come back to this game, get rid of the "it's a bug, so that automatically means it's bad" mentality, and
try to learn it, then I'd come back in a heartbeat. It's just too dead right now.. This game is really random and funny, if you like
to play it again and again, then you will sure like it. Sometimes the controls are not so good and you die becouse of it. But still I
recommend it a lot! If you want to know how it looks like, watch me playing it. https:\/\/youtu.be\/BVMDl56Qbm8. One of the
cheapest DLC for SW4-2, and, to my mind, one, if not THE best DLC for this game.
The weapons are instantly accessable which makes the early game (leveing) much more fun. The attack speed is extremely
helpfull (especially if you have to play\/level with those characters you dont really like to play with). The weapons look pretty
nice to the biggest part and are quite strong, yet not overpowered (like, you cant rush Nightmare Difficulty 10-star missions with
a lvl1 char only because you have this weapon)
Only downpoint is that i just started to try and get the rare weapons asap (for my fav chars at least), as i discovered this dlc and
instantly lost the ambition to do so (for now).
Still, i RECOMMEND this DLC. Not a must-have but a nice-to-have. (:. In my opinion this expansion has the best maps in
terms of creativity (also the largest ones of all the classic Doom games). The last three or four maps are nearly impossible
because the amount of enemies is totally irrational (for example, it's absolutely possible to find about 250 enemies or more in a
single map, no joke). Also there are random spawns of strong enemies in front or behind of you, so there is no time to react
sometimes.

Anyways, this is a good expansion if you love the classic Doom and it gives you lots of hours of gameplay.. Very nice game.. I
hate trivia and would never buy a trivia game if it wasn't for 5k achievements upon just opening the game. If you're out
achievement hunting, pic this game up on sale, otherwise it's not worth full price. 5k achievements is way too many, just looks
bad to see 5k achievements on such a game when actual games have a decent number of challenges. Kinda wish it had only 1
achievement. It is what it is. Pay for achievements. After closing the game, steam crashed every time. Just a warning.. Great turn-
based strategy game, a little grindy at certain stages of the game. Definitely a hidden gem, I had not heard of this game before.
Also works great on Linux!
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